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Abstract. While most recent voice assistants talk in a non-emotional tone, this is 

expected to change. Since emotions are often contagious in human-human-

interactions, the question arises whether consumers also catch the expressed 

emotion of voice assistants while shopping. In this paper, we present an approach 

for synthesizing speech in different emotional tones and show that synthesized 

emotional speech impacts consumers’ emotions, shopping attitude and behavior. 
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1 Introduction 

Most recent voice assistants talk in a non-emotional tone. However, with technology 

becoming more humanoid, this is about to change [1]. In human-human-interaction, 

people often catch the emotion of others. With the increasing use of voice assistants, 

the question arises whether people also catch the emotion of voice assistants. This is 

especially important for marketing, as emotions play a crucial role in purchase behavior 

[2]. Therefore, we develop a speech synthesizer which generates speech in three 

emotional tones and explore how the emotional tone of a voice assistant impacts 

consumers’ shopping behavior and attitude. We contrast an excited and happy tone 

which favorably impact consumer shopping behavior when interacting with human 

shop assistants [2] to an uninvolved tone as baseline.  

 

2 Related Work 

Voice assistants change the way people are shopping online. Instead of reading, 

consumers are talking with voice assistants. Speech is a powerful carrier of information, 

signaling also social clues such as personality or emotion [1]. Adding a human voice to 

text enhances peoples’ user experience [3], shopping joy and buying intention in online 

shopping [4].  

Synthesized speech must not be expressionless but can manifest personality [1]. In 

shopping, female synthesized voices can feminize products, while male synthesized 

voices can masculinize products [1]. Compared to recorded speech, it is perceived less 

positive and less convincing [1].  



While synthesized speech often lacks emotions, they are essential to human speech. 

People often catch the emotion of others while speaking. Studies show that positive 

emotions of service employees enhance the mood of customers [5] and impact their 

buying behavior [2]. Emotions are also important in human-computer-interaction [1]. 

However, it is unclear, to which extent different emotional tones of voice assistants 

impact consumers’ attitude and shopping behavior. 

 

3 Emotional Speech Synthesis 

Text-to-speech systems, which convert text into speech, have improved rapidly. 

New deep learning text-to-speech systems produce natural and intelligible speech. To 

model emotional German speech, we train an enhanced version of the state-of-the-art 

Tacotron system [6] in the three different emotional tones: excited, happy, and 

uninvolved.  

Deep learning systems require huge training data sets. To efficiently synthesize 

speech in different emotional tones, we train a base model on a large general German 

speech data set (29h audio) [7] and fine-tune it to different emotions using 2h audio 

spoken by a German voice actress. 

To assess the quality of the synthesized emotional speech, we conducted listening 

tests by three different groups of people. Two experts recognized the emotion with an 

accuracy of 98%, 121 university students with 90% and 224 crowd workers without 

German skills with 71%. 

 

4 Shopping Experiment 

To explore the impact of a voice assistant’s tone on consumers’ shopping behavior 

and attitude, we conducted a laboratory shopping experiment with 210 German students 

hearing either no voice, a recorded voice, or a synthesized voice with an excited, happy, 

or uninvolved tone.  

Participants had to buy 3 offices supplies with a budget of 10 Euros in an 

experimental audio-visual online-shop (see Figure 1). During check-out they get a 

special offer. At the end, participants receive their bought products and remaining 

budget in cash. While shopping, participants’ emotional arousal was measured by a 

heart-rate sensor. After shopping, participants answered a questionnaire about the 

perception of the voice, their emotion and shopping attitude (likert-scale 1-7). 



 

 

Figure 1. Experimental online-shop 

The results reveal that voice shopping increases the impulsiveness and speed of 

shopping compared to shopping without voice (see Table 1). The synthesized voice was 

perceived less natural and likable as the recorded voice but did not impact participants’ 

shopping attitude and behavior negatively.  

 

Table 1. Impact of voice 

 

The emotional tone influenced participants’ emotion, attitude, and behavior (see 

Table 2). Participants hearing the happy voices felt most positive, evaluated the user 

experience best, and were most satisfied. Participants listening to the excited voice 

became most aroused and seemed to buy more impulsively. 

Table 2. Impact of emotional tones 

 

To substantiate these findings, we repeated the experiment online with 1000 students 

hearing the synthesized voice in an excited, happy, or uninvolved tone. The results were 

confirmed. The happy voice significantly enhanced the shopping attitude and the 

excited voice significantly increased the impulsiveness to buy the special offer. 

 



5 Conclusions 

This paper presents an approach for synthesizing speech in different emotional tones 

and explores its impact on consumers’ shopping attitude and shopping behavior. The 

shopping experiment yields valuable insights about German consumers. Further 

research with participants from different cultures is ongoing to gain further knowledge. 
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